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Preface

For the second time, the European Software Engineering Conference is being
jointly with the ACM SIGSOFT Symposium on the Foundations of Software Engine
ing (FSE). Although the two conferences have different origins and traditions, the
a significant overlap in intent and subject matter. Holding the conferences jointly w
they are held in Europe helps to make these thematic links more explicit, and en
ages researchers and practitioners to attend and submit papers to both events.

The ESEC proceedings have traditionally been published by Springer-Verlag
they are again this year, but by special arrangement, the proceedings will be distrib
to members of ACM SIGSOFT, as is usually the case for FSE.

ESEC/FSE is being held as a single event, rather than as a pair of collocated e
Submitted papers were therefore evaluated by a single program committee. ESEC
represents a broad range of software engineering topics in (mainly) two continents
consequently the program committee members were selected to represent a spect
both traditional and emerging software engineering topics. A total of 141 papers w
submitted from around the globe. Of these, nearly half were classified as researc
pers, a quarter as experience papers, and the rest as both research and experience
Twenty-nine papers from five continents were selected for presentation and inclu
in the proceedings. Due to the large number of industrial experience reports subm
we have also introduced this year two sessions on short case study presentation

This year we also have several invited talks from outside the software enginee
mainstream. Brian Jones, who, together with Bertrand Piccard, succeeded this ye
the first time ever to circumnavigate the globe with a balloon, has accepted the in
tion to speak to the ESEC/FSE audience aboutManaging the Last Human Challenge o
the 20th Century: Some Right Ways!Kent Beck will speak aboutExtreme Program-
ming: A Discipline of Software Development.Krzysztof Czarnecki will present the in-
vited paper, co-authored with Ulrich Eisenecker, onComponents and Generative Pro
gramming.Finally, Niklaus Wirth will be accepting the ACM SIGSOFT Outstandin
Research Award for his contributions to Software Engineering and Programming
guages, and he will speak aboutFrom Programming to Software Engineering — an
Back.

The paper selection process was largely comparable to that used by previous E
and FSE program committees. Each of the papers submitted to the conference wa
uated by at least three program committee members. Due to the extremely broad
of topics covered, checks were introduced to ensure that most papers were review
at least two experts in the field. When reviewers claimed inadequate expertise, add
al reviews were solicited, in some cases from outside experts. Conflicts of interest
specially handled according to established ACM rules: program committee mem
who were authors of submitted papers, or who had recently worked with the auth
did not have access to reviews of the concerned papers, and left the meeting room
the papers were discussed. (The rate of acceptance of papers submitted by pr
committee members was, incidentally, comparable to the overall rate of acceptan
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For thefirst time, ESEC/FSE hasintroduced theCyberChair onlinesubmission and
reviewing system. Thesoftwarewasdeveloped by Richard van deStadt, originally for
the European Conference on Object-Oriented Programming. The software not only al-
lowed authorsto submit their abstractsand paperselectronically, but provided addition-
al interfaces for program committeemembers to enter and browsereviewsfor their pa-
pers, and for the program chair to monitor progress of the review process. CyberChair
wasespecially helpful at thetwo most critical times: around thepaper submission dead-
line, and in the two weeks before the program committee meeting.

Obviously a large number of people contributed to making the conference asuc-
cess. Wewould like to thank especially theprogram committeemembers for their ded-
ication in preparing thorough reviewsin timefor themeeting, and for going out of their
way to attend theprogram committeemeeting. (It is thefirst timein our experiencethat
every single member of a program committee of this size has made it to the review
meeting!) Wewould also like to thank IsabelleHuber for theadministrativesupport in
Berne, Richard van de Stadt for providing and supporting CyberChair, Jean-Guy Sch-
neider for installingandsupportingCyberChair inBerne, andFrancineDecavelefor her
efficient contribution to the local organization.

A special thanks to SUPAERO which has accepted the task of hosting us for a full
week, right at the beginning of the first term of the academic year 2000.

We would also like to thank all the additional reviewers who evaluated submitted
papers, sometimes on extremely short notice. Finally, we would like to thank the au-
thorsof all submitted papers for their contributions, and theauthorsof all accepted pa-
pers for their help and collaboration in getting the proceedings prepared quickly and
smoothly in time for the conference.

June 1999 Oscar Nierstrasz

Michel Lemoine
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